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Spoiler free review. I really enjoyed this story and lore. In Part 3 you go to interesting new places and meet interesting new allies
and enemies. My first playthrough was 4.4 hrs, so it's about 1.5 hrs longer then the first two games. However this game has one
major problem, as well as a few minors ones. The major problem: You need your stats at lv5 or 95-100 to win alot of the rolls.
Some of these are just stupid, "failure, needed 100 strength to open window" really! WTF! I was
especiallyu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665when I was so badly injured, from the constant dying, i got "Your
wounds will take a long time to heal -10 to various physical stats". It doesn't feel like a choose your own adventure when you're
so limited by your stats. It feels like you're following a straight line and unless you stayed on that line for the entire 3 parts,
you'll fail most of the time. I would have also like'd to see more interaction between the core characters and romance options.
What's the point of even having the relationship stat in the game if you're not going to use it. Final Verdict: I would only
recommend this game on sale. It's longer than parts 1+2, but also more expensive. The problems just don't make it worth paying
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more for.. Awesome final part.. Skills. So many skills missing made me go back and redo my character which in more like
made me nuts trying to figure what the hell am I missing. The two games we're wonderful easy fused of the skills you had first
to the second, now the Third. Oh boy let me tell you it's just requires Specific skills to actually progress and you can say
goodbye to your OP Character cause apparently hes Willpower is short or something else.. Mated with a Turtle.. I understand
the disappointment of other writers here about the suboptimal conclusion of an furthermore awesome saga. I played both part
one and two of "The lost Heir" and enjoyed them very much, would also recommend them to everyone else who likes
"computerbased storybooks". Why I canu00b4t recommend Part 3? The story is still great.in spite of getting a little bit "hasty"
in the first half.I like each of the presented locations. .the big problem, as also stated in the two other negative reviews so far, is
the lack of influence/ estimated influence of choices: In the endgame I played so far as "educated" "bad" High-End-
Necromancer with nearly maximized bodily stats and without magic weapon and as "good" High-End Demon Summoner with
highest possible skills in willpower, magic and swordplay.with also very high, but not maximized bodily skills and with magic
weapon.and it changed: Nothing! ^^ I lost skill check after skill check.losing humanity.leading to one and the same end. And the
shown skill checks donu00b4t make sense to me.opposite to the checks shown in part 1 and 2, which seemed much more
thought and worked over. Especially disappointing was the absolute lack of effect of high level willpower and demon control in
the endgame (except for one little scene in the midgame where a summoned demon makes a difference). So I hope for the
author using these critics to correct those points in his hopefully coming up next epic saga.. I liked the game but I feel like it's
the weakest of the series a lot of the stuff leading up to the final few chapters lacked impact. LIke the whole arc with the natives
was kind of uninteresting. I think the game would have been better if more attention had been given to the demon war itself
maybe have some more vairance in the way you fight the war. I still enjoyed it though I just think it could have been better.
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